
Banking 
surveillance 
solutions
Highly secure, centrally managed, 
multi-site or single-site setups

Milestone XProtect® VMS suite |  Milestone distributed architecture |  Milestone partner solutions

Optimize system scalability
A  range of Milestone products and services including the 

Milestone Husky™ NVR series, Milestone Interconnect™ and/

or Milestone Federated Architecture™ make it possible to 

customize your solution across geographically dispersed sites 

with ease.

Secure your recordings
Failover recording servers maintain video viewing and 

recording capabilities with minimal interruption and video loss 

in the event of network problems, server failure, loss of power 

or any other system problem. 

Unify business and security
XProtect software doesn’t just provide a secure environment 

for customers and staff - it also gives owners the opportunity 

to integrate business systems to achieve greater efficiencies in 

operating processes. 

Cost-effectively transition from Analog to IP 
An IP-based system capable of providing enhanced surveillance 

is made easy with Milestone Encoder licensing - offering a 

no-hassle, cost-effective entry point for analog users to unlock 

a wide array of surveillance and security capabilities. 

Intelligent archiving

Audio alarm recording System redundancy

Secure video handling

Facial recognition

Access control Dwell time detection

Intelligent sound analytics



Area Concern Solution

Intelligent archiving Inadequate storage capability limits 
bank security efforts 

Automated data migration to a more cost-effective storage disk 
location, set to a timeframe of your choice

Access control High-security areas accessed by per-
sons without appropriate clearance 

XProtect® Access Control Module unites access control and video into 
one security solution. It enables easy integration of third-party solutions 
into the user interface XProtect® Smart Client

System redundancy Server breakdown or interrupted Failover recording servers can be utilized to prevent system breakdown 
and potential loss of vital recordings. Edge Storage is an additional 
redundancy option that ensures the continuous recording of video

Secure video handling Issues meeting legal requirements in 
the evidence handling process

Features such as HTTPS connection from camera to servers, digital sign-
ing of recordings and Evidence Lock help increase overall video security

Dwell time detection Inefficient tracking of unattended or 
mysterious items

Optimal analytics behavior from Milestone Solution Partners detects 
changes in the camera view and generates an alarm in XProtect Smart 
Client

Audio alarm recording Unable to connect suspicious dialog 
with potential criminal activity

Audio recording on alarms with two-way audio helps determine conversa-
tions held during events such as robbery attempts

Intelligent sound analytics Unable to gain any preemptive 
intelligence due to no early warning 
alarm systems

Intelligent sound analytics makes it possible to distinctively identify 
unique sounds including aggressive voice tones, panic or screams, 
breaking glass, aerosol spray paint, gunshots and explosions

Facial recognition Difficulty positively identifying 
criminal suspects due to poor video 
quality

XProtect Corporate VMS integrates with the widest range of high-res-
olution cameras to provide the best resolution possible for third-party 
facial recognition software

Better than ever security 
 Customize your single or multi-site solution

Milestone Systems is the global leader in open platform IP video management software. Milestone software is sold through authorized and certified 
partners worldwide. To learn more about Milestone Systems complete solutions contact us at www.milestonesys.com | Milestone Systems HQ, DK  
Tel: +45 88 300 300. General inquiries: info@milestonesys.com | Sales inquiries: sales@milestonesys.com | XProtect is a registered trademark of  
Milestone Systems © 2014 Milestone Systems. All rights reserved. 

Milestone XProtect VMS suite for banking installations
The Milestone XProtect VMS suite of products delivers powerful 
IP video management software (VMS) designed for high-
security environments, providing supreme situational awareness 
and precise response to incidents. XProtect® Corporate features 
interactive maps linked to alarms and includes the video wall 
product XProtect® Smart Wall. Edge Storage support combined 
with failover recording and redundant management servers 
ensures that video recordings are never interrupted.

Milestone distributed architecture 
Milestone Husky NVRs, Milestone Interconnect and/or 
Milestone Federated Architecture allows system architects 
and integrators to design, implement and grow a large-scale 

surveillance system in manageable parts with multiple sites 
and tens of thousands of devices and users. It also provides the 
flexibility to create, add and delete sites depending on factors 
such as organizational structure, network infrastructure, system 
use, security needs and legal requirements.

Milestone partner solutions complete your setup
Third-party integrations provided by our solution partners; 
such as people counting, point-of-sale (POS)/automated 
teller machine (ATM) solutions, video analytics software, heat 
mapping, facial coverage, age/gender recognition, dwell time 
detection and access control can be integrated into your security 
and surveillance mix.
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Customer story
Scalability for future growth 
Rosenthal and Rosenthal, the largest privately owned financial factoring company in the United States, is located at the busy Herald 
Square in the heart of Manhattan. Their previous analog surveillance system was low quality and antiquated. Today’s Milestone  
video surveillance solution enables security guards, receptionists and IT administrators to have customized access to the system. 
Read the full story at www.milestonesys.com/customerstories


